The Banach space valued inhomogeneous Cauchy problem
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall be concerned with linear Cauchy problems u'(t)=Au(t) u(0) =x for functions t + u(t) with values in a Banach space E. Thereby we present a concept introduced recently by W. Arendt [S] . His idea may be described as follows: Let (T,), 2 0 be a C,-semigroup on E. Then S, := jk T,ds defines a family (S,), a o of bounded operators having the following three properties. first application of this concept was a result about resolvent positive operators (see [3] and [S] ).
The aim of this paper is twofold: We make some contributions to the structure theory of integrated semigroups and characterize (non-densely defined) operators satisfying the Hille-Yosida condition as generators of locally Lipschitz continuous integrated semigroups. As an application we give an easy proof of a theorem due to Da Prato and Sinestrari [lo] on the inhomogeneous Cauchy problem associated to such operators (Section 2). In Section 3 we consider bounded perturbations of generators of integrated semigroups.
The remaining section is devoted to applications. We mention a typical result: Whereas the Schrodinger operator A given by Af= if" generates a C,-semigroup on Lp( R) only if p = 2, it generates an integrated semigroup on Lp(R) for all 1 <p< co. 
Examples, Remarks
(1) Let (TtLo be a C,-semigroup on a Banach space E. Then (St),,, := C.k, Tsds)t,o defines an integrated semigroup on E. (2) Let again (T,),,, be a C,-semigroup on a Banach space E. Then (S,),,, := (f:, T,* dsL.o (where T,* is the adjoint of T,) is an integrated semigroup on E'. In general (S,), .0 is not an integrated C,-semigroup. A consequence of this is S,S, = S,S, for s, t > 0.
(5) Let P be a bounded projection on a Banach space E. Then (S,)t,o for S, := tP is an integrated semigroup. If P # I then (S,),,, is not an integrated Co-semigroup. Moreover (S,),,, has a property that plays a disturbing role: (S,), a o vanishes on a nontrivial subspace. Later we will call that property "degeneracy" and exclude these integrated semigroups from further considerations.
From now on let E be a Banach space and (S,), ao an integrated semigroup on E.
Motivated from the Laplace transform theory we want to define the generator of an integrated semigroup as I 00
where Ri=J e ~ '*St dt. 0 The following example shows that this integral does not exist in general. EXAMPLE 1.2. Let E= Z2, S,: (x,) + (j; exp(a,s) ds x,), where a,:= n + 2"21ri. We show first that (S,),,, is an integrated semigroup.
(1) S,EL(E): I~~exp(a,s)ds~=~exp(a,t)-l~/~a,~6(e"'+l)/e"2'"g2 < 2en7en2w = zen'n*log2 < 2et2/410g2
(2) t -+ S, is strongly continuous.
Obviously t + S,e,, where e, = (6,), is continuous. Since {e, : n E N } is total in Z2 and (S,),,, is uniformly bounded on compact t-intervals (see (1) ) the strong continuity of (sot,0 follows.
(3) The functional equation is clearly fulfilled and So = 0.
Therefore (S,),,, is an integrated semigroup. But for all I E @ the Laplace integral does not even converge as a weak integral.
For given 1 E @ (j; e -"'S, dt x, v) diverges (as a -+ co) for x = (lla,) and u = (l/(a, -A)): e-*S,dtx, y > =nz, ev((~,-~)~Y(l~,I l~,-~l)*-f Mla,l Ia,-Jl)* n=l -nT, j~e~AfW(1412 (a,-~)).
The last two terms converge for c( + co, therefore we only consider the first term. For LX E N we obtain by the definition of u, =e -i(lm A) a I? e'"-Re ') "/( 1 a, 1 I a, -2 1 )2.
For u -+ co every summand with index n > Re 1 diverges to infinity and therefore the series diverges.
A similar estimate shows that this integrated semigroup is even continuous with respect to the operator norm.
We introduce now the appropriate concept in order to obtain a neat theory.
An integrated semigroup (S,), 2 ,, is called exponentially bounded, if there exist constants M> 0 and w E Iw such that 11 S, 11 < Me"' for all t Z 0. Moreover (S,),,, is called non-degenerate, if S,x = 0 for all t 2 0 implies x = 0. (Compare Remark 5 after Definition 1.1).
Then the Laplace integral R, := 1 sr e-"'S, dt exists for all I with Re 3, > w, but R, is injective if and only if (S,),,, is non-degenerate. In this case there exists a unique operator A satisfying (0, co)cp(A) (the resolvent set of A), such that RI = (A -A)-' for all II > w. This operator is called the generator of (S,), D ,, .
Usually the given object is the operator. An operator A is called generator of an integrated semigroup, if there exists o E [w such that (w, co) c p(A), and there exists a strongly continuous exponentially bounded family (S,), > 0 of bounded operators such that S(O)=0 and (I-A)-'=lJ,"e-"S,dt.
The following proposition shows that in that case (S,),,, is automatically an integrated semigroup. Moreover, we will need the following relation between integrated semigroups and their generators. The following theorem characterizes densely defined generators of integrated semigroups. THEOREM 1.5 (Arendt [4] ; Neubrander [17] ). Let A: D(A) + E be densely defined. The following assertions are equivalent:
(a) A is the generator of an integrated semigroup. (b) There are real constants M, o such that (0, 00) c p(A) and for nEf+Ju (0) and ,I>o. Remarks 1.6. (a) Condition (b) is necessary for A to be the generator of an integrated semigroup even if A is not densely defined (Arendt [4] ).
(b) We state explicitly two properties of R, which will be useful in proving perturbation theorems: If A is the generator of an integrated semigroup, then there exist constants C, C' 2 0 such that I( R2 11 < C and II R: II < C'/(n -w).
Generators of integrated semigroups are of interest since the Cauchy problem associated with them has a unique solution for a large class of initial values. More precisely the following holds.
Let In particular, iff= 0, the theorem implies that there is a unique solution of (CP) whenever XED(A*).
LOCALLY

LIPSCHITZ CONTINUOUS INTEGRATED SEMIGROUPS
In this section we present a direct proof of a well-posedness result due to Da Prato and Sinestrari [IO] for Cauchy problems with non-densely defined operators. The following proposition shows that locally Lipschitz continuous integrated semigroups have an exponentially bounded Lipschitz constant. Since C' is a closed subspace of Lip, it follows that w E C'. 1
PERTURBATIONS
In this section we shall be concerned with additive perturbations of generators.
The new and surprising result, compared to C,-semigroups and cosine functions, is that even bounded perturbations may fail to preserve the property "generator" (see Example 3.7). Nevertheless we will establish some positive perturbation results. A short calculation now shows that Rf: is the resolvent of A + B. Together with Proposition 1.3 this implies that (Sg),,, is an integrated semigroup and A + B is its generator. Remark 
A consequence of this theorem is as follows: If
A is the generator of the integrated semigroup (S,),,, then for any p E C A + p is the generator of the integrated semigroup (Sf), a o given by SF = e"'S, -,u 1: epsS, ds. As an application we consider generators of cosine functions (see [ 111. [12] for details). An operator A is the generator of a cosine function, if (a, co) c p(A) for some a 2 0 and there exists a strongly continuous exponentially bounded function C: [0, co) + L(E) such that 1R(2*, A) = JOa e-"C(t) dt for all sufficiently large 1. In that case, C is the cosine function generated by A. ' is a Laplace transform. It is not hard to see that the entry in the lower left-hand corner is A~'A(A2-A))'.
Hence A(A2-A))' is a Laplace transform as well, 1 
HIGHER ORDER DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
The third derivative (d/d~)~ is a generator on L'(R) but not on the other L '-spaces. The same holds for the Schrodinger operator i(d/dx)2 (see [13, Theorem 1.141) . But together with a large class of higher order differential operators (d/d~)~ and i(d/dx)2 generate integrated semigroups on these and other function spaces. This is what we shall show in this section.
In the following we use extensively the Fourier transformation and denote it by A i.e., j(y) := (l/J!%) j_q, f (x) e-iXY dx.
Its inverse will be denoted by N. We shall consider differential operators of the form CT= ,, aj(d/dx)j on the function spaces A key role will be played by the polynomial If= o ai( (i = imaginary unit). It will be abbreviated by p(x).
With this notation the following theorem holds. It should be noted that A is not densely defined on the spaces C,(R), and L"(R).
We first illustrate this result by an example.
EXAMPLE.
Consider the following partial differential equation We now prove Theorem 4.1 in a series of four lemmas. Subsequently we exclude the trivial case "k = 0" and assume k > 1 and ak # 0. Further we use the abbreviation w := max(O, sup Re(p(x))). xeR
Two operator families will be considered:
where S, f := (l/A)
3, *f with d,(x) := j;, epcX)' ds. (This will be the integrated semigroup.) (2) (&)A>,, where R1 f := (l/&) r"1 *f with rI(x) := l/(n -p(x)) (its resolvent).
First we have a closer look at the convolution kernels 6, and Tn. The assumption k > 1 implies that there is some Lo 2 0 such that I p(x)1 2 Iakxkl/2 for IxI3L,. . . . x: is called the principal part of p(x). The growth condition on p that we need is equivalent to "ellipticity": A polynomial p(x) is called elliptic if its principal part vanishes only when x = 0. (1) D"(ep'/pk) = ePrq/pr, where r E N and q is some polynomial of ord(q)<rm-(k-IcrI)m-(crl.
(2) D"(l/pj) = q/pr, where r E N and q is some polynomial of ord(q)<rm-jm-IcrI.
Using this one shows The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4 and therefore is omitted. A consequence of Theorem 4.9 is For n < 3 the Schrodinger operator id generates a three-times integrated semigroup on all spaces listed under (L").
